
Nosacz 2

Designed to operate.

The Nosacz 2 is a unique product on a global scale that allows to view the furnace 

without physical access. Based on its pioneering research, Flytronic S.A. created a 

special device, the potential of which you can discover together with the reliable 

platforms of the DJI Matrice series. The automated exhaust gas test system will 

help you determine the type of fuel you are burning within 10 seconds, while you 

stay at a safe distance from any potential hazard.

working time

8 hours
integrated with

DJI SkyPort

remote acces

FlyConnect
special sensors count

up to 6

Least. The lightest. Best.

Nosacz 2 was created as a result of pioneering research by Flytronic S.A. - we were the first in the world to use unmanned flying systems to detect the 

burning of illegal fuels in furnaces.

Use our experience in your activities!

Reliable.

Your data is the most important. A double recording system on MicroSD cards and 

recording in the FlyConnect system make each mission a success. The automatic 

sensor wear detection system will inform you about the status of each of them.

Data always with you

Check the collected information conveniently and in all conditions. Do you work in a 

larger team? Don't limit yourself! By using many Ground Stations, you will improve 

the flow of information during operations

Ground Station

The small size operator panel is one of the data viewing options in the Nosacz 2 

System in real time. Set your own alarm thresholds, observe the data on graphs, 

record specific measurements - you can fit it all in the palm of your hand or easily 

mount it on your DJI controllers.

working time

8 hours
range

up to 500m

Comfortably.

Dedicated adapters will allow you to integrate the Ground Station with your 

transmitter or display. The built-in sound and vibration system will inform you 

about the danger even when you cannot look at the display.

Customized.

The advanced measuring chamber allows you to install up to 6 additional chemical 

sensors, which will allow you to conduct even more precise control!

HCL
hydrogen chloride

HCN
ydrogen cyanide

NH3
Ammonia

H2S
hydrogen sulfide

NOX
nitrogen oxides

Integrated.

A special quick connector compatible with the DJI SkyPort standard will allow you 

to immediately integrate with your Matrice series platform.

On the computer. On your smartphone. Everywhere.

Did you forget to take the Ground Station on a mission? Does not matter! We used our FlyConnect system. Each carrier uses an encrypted internet 

connection to send data to the cloud. Thanks to this, you can access them from anywhere in the world. Exactly where you want it.

Specification

Nosacz 2 detector
Dimensions 180 x 95 x 70 mm

Weight 620-680g (depends on config)

Battery Li-Ion 8.4V, 6600mAh

Working time
On battery: 8h
External power: as UAV
 

Input voltage 9-15V DC, max 3A

Warmup time 45-90 sekund

Telemetry Radio, 500m LOS

Pump flow 12-15 l/min

Connectors USB-C, 2x MicroSD, MicroSIM, DC

Probe lenght 0.5 or 1 m

Case  Nylon 

Mount type DJI SkyPort,can be adopted to other platforms

Chemical sensors

Basic setup

  Range Resolution Accuracy

Temperature -40 +100 C 0.1 C +/- 1C

Humidity 0-100% RH 0.1% RH     +/- 4.5% RH

Dust particles (PM1, 2.5, 10) 0-4000 ppm      1 ppm      +/- 10%

Volatie Organic Compounds (VOC) 0-100 ppm  0.1 ppm  +/- 15%

Formaldechyde (HCHO) 0-5 ppm 0.01 ppm      +/- 15%

Optional sensors
 

Chlorowodór (HCL) 0-100 ppm 0.1 ppm +/- 10%

Cyjanowodór (HCN) 0-100 ppm 0.1 ppm +/- 10%

Tlenki Azotu (NOX) 0-20 ppm 0.1 ppm +/- 10%

Siarkowodór (H2S) 0-100 ppm 0.1 ppm +/- 10%

Amoniak (NH3) 0-500 ppm 0.1 ppm +/- 10%

You didn't find the sensor you need? Contact us!

Ground Station
Dimensions 110 x 70 x 18 mm 

Weight 150g

Battery Li-Pol 3.7V 1800mAh

Working Time 8h

Input voltage 5V DC, 1A

Telemetry Radio, 500m LOS

Screen 3.5”, touch screen

Connectors USB-C, MicroSD

Mount  DJI controller or DJI CrystalSky mount 

Kit contents
Nosacz 2 Set Nosacz 2 detector

  Ground Station

  Probe

  Accesories (Mounts, antennas, charger)

  User Manual

  Cloud acces key

  Case

Downloads

Manuals and Informations
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Update asisstant v1.0 Nosacz 2 v2.0 Ground Station v2.3

Nosacz 2

/pcd24/static/upload/store/zdjecia/Nosacz2/Do_pobrania/Nosacz_2_-_Karta_katalogowa_v2.pdf

